What comes in a typical room?
- Bed per person (see options below)
  - Safety rails are provided for any bunked or lofted beds
- 2 desks
- 2 desk chairs
- Dresser (type varies by hall – see below)
- Recycling bin
- Suites: bathroom trash can, shower curtain

Furniture sizes: We are unable to provide dimensions of all furniture items in our housing system. The most common question we get is about lofts, so we can share the following:
- Lofts can be set to any height between 18 inches from the floor to greater than 5 feet in the adjustable track
- Standard futons that are 80 inches or less in width fit under the lofts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hall</th>
<th>Bed Options^</th>
<th>Bed Notes</th>
<th>Dresser(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ackley/Shilling       | Loftable, bunkable*, traditional | • All lofting materials are in the room  
                                               • Beds a mix of lofted and non-lofted when you arrive  
                                               • Adjust to your preference | One 6-drawer to share     |
| Britton/Hadley        | Loftable, bunkable, traditional |                                          | One 6-drawer to share     |
| Eicher/LeFevre        | Loftable, bunkable, traditional |                                          | One 6-drawer to share     |
| Eldridge/Fox          | Loftable, bunkable, traditional |                                          | Eldridge: One 6-drawer to share  
                                               Fox: Two 3-drawer dressers |
| Garneau/ Harvey       | Loftable, bunkable, traditional |                                          | Two 3-drawer dressers      |
| Harrison/Stinson      | Loftable, bunkable, traditional | • Beds a mix of lofted and non-lofted when you arrive  
                                               • May request bed to be adjusted (see hall staff for details) | Two 3-drawer dressers      |
| Henry                 | Loftable, bunkable, traditional | • Lofting parts are in the room  
                                               • You set up the loft | Two 3-drawer dressers      |
| Western Heights       | Loftable, bunkable, traditional | • Beds a mix of lofted and non-lofted when you arrive  
                                               • Adjust to your preference | Two 1-drawer units, stackable |
| Burnhams              | Bunkable, traditional | No personal or homemade lofts allowed. | Two 6-drawer dressers and two wardrobes (no closets) |
| Draper/Siedschlag     | Bunkable, traditional | No personal or homemade lofts allowed. | Two 6-drawer dressers and two wardrobes (no closets) |
| Davis                 | Loftable, bunkable, traditional | • Beds a mix of lofted and non-lofted when you arrive  
                                               • Adjust to your preference | Two three-drawer dressers  |
| French                | Bunkable, traditional |                                          | Six 1-dresser drawer boxes, all stackable |
| Zimmerman            | Loftable, bunkable, traditional | • Beds a mix of lofted and non-lofted when you arrive  
                                               • Adjust to your preference | Two 6-drawer dressers      |

* To bunk beds, students go to the hall office to get bunking pins.